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. '~;° I~ A~L~l~~~o:~~H, TV 
•. ,• . , , ·f: They are c_onvenient, have been jn 

, · 1 use in public education for over ten 
· .. · .. °' ;,··years, and are expanding with the 

-r F_CC's approval, but.microwave com-
i_ • . rnunication systems use. the same 
, type of_energy waves used by micro-
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· · wave ovens to. cook: hamburgers in • .terns is srnall-well below the Ameri-
. 30 seconds." Are the rnicrowaves they can National Standards lnstitute's 

radiate into the atmosi:,"here dan- health limit of 10 mW/cm2 • But the 
gerous? .· Russians set a microwave hazard 
· Microband Nation'al Systems Inc limit of .01 mW/cm2-1 ,000 times less 

(MNS), _which has just been awarded than_ the U S safety limit. Couldn't 
. building permits or licenses to oper- there be physiologic effects from 
• ate in six Eastern cities by the FCC very small doses of microwaves? 

(MWN, Dec.· 1, '72)!. thinks not A The answer to this is problemati-
. spokesman ·says.-. "We have looked cal:- No one knows. According to Dr 

into the problem'. of course, but to Morris Shore, of the Bureau of Ra-
. ·the best of our information there has diological Health's division of bio-

been no case of physiologic damage logical · effects. "If you have low 
from microwave transmissions .. 'And p_ower levels there is no evidence 

' : there are two .n:,ajor safety factors- you're likely to get any biological et-
.• , we transmit'from a high aerial so the fects. When you get to levels below 1 
' . radiation never gets below that alti- : mW/cm2 there just isn't· any data. 

tude, and we broadcast with only ten That is not to say there. couldn't be 
watts .of power., We think these tac'- effects-the Russians have published 
tors. preclude physioiogic· damage. data claiming all kind of subjective 

· But_ we don't want to'. be quoted as effects from headache to nausea, but 
medical authorities."· . . these have"n't been confirmed in this 

· ·• ', · Robert Berrytof FCC's microwave country. But then, Russian research 
branch of the . domestic radio divi- . has been much more behaviorally 
sion, · confirms the · contentions . of . oriented than ours." 
MNS:,"The only way ,a. pe~son could If American research has been re-
get hurt is if he were right next to the miss in the subtleties of microwave 
transmitter; But the antennas are set effects, it is now beginning to roll. Dr 
high and we don't authorize· a high ·· Dietrich Beischer is initiating a series 
power output; ten ·watts is the max- of experiments on the low-level ef-
imum·" · . . . fects' of microwaves at the Naval 
· The 'organization· responsible' for School of Aerospace Medicine at 

keeping tabs on the safety of micros Pensacola, Fla. "We're in a period in 
wave systems· is HEW's, Bureau of the microwave field very similar to 

· Radioiogical Health; Mays· Swicord, the early days of x-rays, when many 
. of the product testing and evaluation ·,·radiologists were absorbing too 

division,·explains why the low power,~ much. At this point we don't know 
use_d in 'microwave transmission· .·. anything. Experiments have started 

_ makes such a difference:•"Diathermy in low ranges of about 50 µW/cm2-

machines work' af a frequency of ' the amount people might be exposed 
. 27.12 megahertz, and· since 'micro- . to· in' cities with microwave trans
. wave transmission operates in the · mitters-but it's too early to say any~ 
same range, it could ·he~tthe human thing.''. 
body like· the therapy machines. Op- . What might be the low-level ef-

. er'ating at·only' ten watts with ·a 1 O cm lects? Dr Beischer refuses to specu-
by 10 cm• antenna, you are, gener- · Iate,· However, Dr. Rexford Daniels, 
ating about 10,000 'milliwatts, 'but ' an electronics engineer who has 

, these·are spread over the'area of the long studied radiation effects, thinks 
antenna; so right at the antenna you ' low-level effects are likely '"Every 
could get 100 mW/cm2 • But, since · cell in the body has a certain fre-
power falls off with 'distance, by the quency arid is a potential radiation 

·.time you're a meter away you receive transmitter. · Conversely, each cell 
only 10-2 mW/ cm2 .- Arid who's going can absorb interfering radiation. Dit-
to, stand that close to an antenna, ferent frequencies might be harmful 
anyway?" · · ', · to different cells. And two harmless 

. .Thus, there is gener.al, consensus frequencies might act upon one an-
. that the· amount of radiation coming . oth~r through harmonics to create a 
. from ·rl)_icrowave · broadcasting sys- harmful one." 
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